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Domain kinetics in the formation of a periodic domain structure in lithium niobate
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The evolution of the domain structure in LiNbO3 with polarization switching in an electric field
is investigated experimentally. Special attention is given to the formation processes of a
regular domain applicable to nonlinear optical devices. A new method based on the spontaneous
backswitching effect is proposed for creating a regular structure with a period of 2.6mm
in LiNbO3 with a thickness of 0.5 mm. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The formation of a periodic domain structure having m
cron periods in ferroelectric materials, which are useful
applications, poses a problem whose solution is particul
crucial in order to establish synchronism conditions in no
linear optical devices.1 Second harmonic generation in th
visible and ultraviolet~UV! ranges require regular doma
structures with a period less than 5mm in substrates having
a thickness of at least 0.5 mm. The feasibility of creating
regular domain structure in bulk LiNbO3 placed in an elec-
tric field at room temperature was first demonstrated
1993.3 This technique has grown in popularity by virtue
its reproducibility and applicability to other nonlinear optic
crystals. Several papers have reported applications of
technique to create a domain structure with a period o
24 mm in substrates of thickness 2002300mm in LiNbO3

~Ref. 2!, LiTaO3 ~Refs. 3 and 4!, and KTiOPO4 ~KTP! ~Ref.
5! with the capability of generating blue and UV light. I
thicker substrates, however, it is impossible to obtain str
tures capable of satisfying the quasi-phase synchronism
dition for this spectral range. It is essential to note that
domain kinetics in LiNbO3 has been investigated only fo
very slow switchings,6 even though it is obvious that a sy
tematic investigation of the stages of evolution of the dom
structure in the presence of switching with characteris
times less than one second has particularly important bea
on the refinement of existing methods.

Here we report a detailed investigation of the creat
and pinning of a domain structure in bulk LiNbO3 samples in
the presence of an electric field applied to periodic str
electrodes. Visualization of the domain configurations
chemical etching and subsequent examination of the re
with an optical microscope and a scanning electron mic
scope~SEM! have been used to analyze the evolution sta
of the domain structure. Special attention has been dev
to studying the domain structure kinetics in the presence
spontaneous backswitching after the field is turned off.
1681063-7834/99/41(10)/7/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENTAL

The investigated samples were monodomain LiNb3

wafers of thickness 0.5 mm cut perpendicularly to the po
axis from congruent-grown, optical-quality single crysta
Periodic metal stripe electrodes~NiCr! oriented along the

@101̄0# direction were photolithographically deposited on t
~0001! polar plane. To prevent the domains from growin
beyond the limits of the electrodes, the electrode-implan
surface was coated with a thin insulator layer~Fig. 1a!. The
voltage pulses used to generate an above-threshold ele
field ~21.5 kV/mm! in the bulk of the samples were applie
by means of a clamp holder~Fig. 1a! through a liquid elec-
trolyte ~LiCl solution!.7,8 Switching was performed at room
temperature. The current and voltage pulses were recorde
the domain structure took shape. The parameters of the
main structure could be controlled by varying the shape
duration of the voltage pulse and the current amplitude~Figs.
1b and 1c!. To analyze the domain structure obtained af
partial or complete switching, the polar planes and cross s
tions were etched for 5–10 min in hydrofluoric acid at roo
temperature. The surface relief was observed by the op
and scanning electron microscopes. The preparation of ti
thin sections significantly improved the spatial resolution
examination of the domain structure in the bulk. Detail
information on the evolution of the domains during switc
ing was obtained by comparing the domain images form
after different lengths of the switching pulses.

2. EVOLUTION STAGES OF THE DOMAIN STRUCTURE

An analysis of the domain configurations obtained af
partial switchings has revealed several distinct stages in
evolution of the domains9 ~Fig. 2!. The switching process
begins with ‘‘nucleation’’~the inception of new domains! on
the ~0001! polar surface along the edges of the electrod
~Fig. 2a! when the field attains a threshold level.10 The sec-
ond stage is characterized by growth of the domains in
polar and sidewise directions and their coalescence unde
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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electrodes~Fig. 2b!. Upon completion of this stage, lamina
domains are formed all the way across the sample~Fig. 2c!.
In the third stage the planar boundaries of the newly form
domains move beyond the limits of the electrodes~Fig. 2d!.

After a rapid decrease in the switching field the switc
ing process stops and, depending on the pulse duration,
scenarios of domain evolution are possible: stabilization
the newly formed domain structure or partial switching
the domains back to the original stage~reverse poling or
‘‘backswitching’’!.7,11–13In backswitching the boundaries o
the switched domains move toward the electrodes; in a
tion, chains of wedge-shaped domains form along the ed
of the electrodes~Fig. 2e!.

FIG. 1. a! Electrode configuration for the creation of a periodic doma
structure:1! LiNbO3 wafer; 2! liquid electrolyte;3! insulator layer;4! pe-
riodic stripe electrodes;5! annular spacers; b! Shape of the switching volt-
age pulse in the conventional method; c! pulse shape with backswitching.

FIG. 2. Main stages of domain evolution in the switching of a monodom
wafer with stripe electrodes on~0001!.
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3. BASIC APPROACH

Our approach to analyzing the domain structure evo
tion in ferroelectrics is based on the assumption that scre
ing effects play key role.14,15 Switching from the single-
domain state is known to be induced by the formation a
growth of domains of opposite sign. The rates of formati
and growth of the domains are governed by the polar co
ponent of the local electric fieldEz ~Refs. 10 and 15! at the
nucleation sites and at the domain boundaries, respectiv
The spatial distribution of the local fieldEz(r ,t) is deter-
mined by the sum of thez-components of fields of variou
origins: 1! the external fieldEex(r ) produced by the voltage
applied to the electrodes; 2! the depolarizing fieldEdep(r ,t)
produced by bound charges of the instantaneous domain
figuration; 3! two types of screening fields, which compe
sate the depolarizing field: one externalEescr(r ,t), induced
by charge redistribution on the electrodes, and the other
ternal Ebscr(r ,t), generated by various bulk
mechanisms14,16,17:

Ez~r ,t !5Eex~r !2@Edep~r ,t !2Eescr~r ,t !2Ebscr~r ,t !#.
~1!

The depolarizing field slows domain growth, but its influen
is diminished by the screening effects. As a rule, the exte
screening time constant is much shorter than the bulk c
stant and is governed by the parameters of the external
cuit. Bulk screening processes are very significant, beca
even after the cessation of external screening a residua
polarizing field Edr(r ) ~of the same order as the coerciv
field! still exists in the bulk, owing to the presence of
surface dielectric gap in ferroelectrics10,11:

Edr~r !5Edep~r !2Eescr~r !'0. ~2!

For an infinite, monodomain ferroelectric capacitor we ha

Edr~r !52L/d~PS /«L«0!, ~3!

whereL is the thickness of the dielectric gap,d is the thick-
ness of the sample,PS is the spontaneous polarization, an
«L is the dielectric permittivity of the gap.

The residual depolarizing field can be screened as a
sult of charge redistribution in the bulk and the orientation
charged dipole defects.16,17 These processes are compa
tively slow (t;10212105 s! ~Ref. 10!, so that the usually
observed bulk screening delay produces various mem
phenomena.15 For example, the initial domain state can b
partially or completely reconstructed after a sufficiently rap
reduction of the external field~spontaneous backswitching!.
This process is induced by the partially screened resid
depolarizing field:

Ebs~r ,t !52@Edr~r !2Ebscr~r ,t !#. ~4!

We have shown previously that the backswitching effect c
be used to create periodic domain structures having ex
tionally short periods.9
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4. DETAILS OF DOMAIN STRUCTURE EVOLUTION

4.1. Formation of domains on the surface

The density of nucleation centers is customarily assum
to be an important parameter, limiting the spatial frequen
of periodic domain structures.8,12 It has been established ex
perimentally that the average density of nucleation center
LiNbO3 depends weakly on the electrode material.12,18 Our
experiments have shown that the density of newly form
isolated wedge domains exhibits strong spatial inhomoge
ity: Far from the edges of the electrodes it does not exc
1000 mm22 ~Ref. 8!, but along the edges of the electrod
the linear density of newly formed domains attains 11
mm21 ~Fig. 3a!.9

This behavior can be attributed to the singular spa
distribution of the polar component of the local fieldEz near
the surface at the edges of the electrodes. It should be n
that spatial inhomogeneity of the fieldEz(x) exists only near
the surface, and its amplitude decays rapidly with increas
depth. The field is essentially homogeneous to a depth of
order of the electrode period~Fig. 3b!. Spatially inhomoge-
neous nucleation is attributable therefore to the inhomoge
ity of the field in a thin surface layer, and the growth of t
domains in the bulk takes place in a homogeneous field.

Our detailed investigations of the initial stage of spon
neous backswitching with SEM imaging of the domain co

FIG. 3. a! Formation of nucleation centers near the edges of the electr
~in backswitching!; b! theoretically calculated spatial distribution of the p
lar field componentEz(x) at various distances from the surfaceDz ~in
fraction of the electrode period!: 1! 0.01;2! 0.1; 3! 0.6; c! histogram of the
distances between neighboring wedge domains and its approximation
Gaussian curve.
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figuration on the polar plane has revealed the existence
chains of nanodomains~Fig. 4a!. These domains typically
have diameters of 50–100 nm at a linear density up
104 mm21. We assume that the usually observed wedge
mains are formed as a result of the growth of these n
odomains. It is important to note that isolated needle-sha
microdomains of unknown origin with diameters less th
1 m have been observed some time ago in LiNbO3 ~Ref. 19!.

An analysis of the domain configurations in the fir
stage of backswitching shows that a correlation is obser
in the spatial distribution of the wedge domains~Fig. 3c!.
This characteristic can be identified with a decrease in
local field near a newly formed wedge domain.10 The modi-
fication of the spatial distribution of the electric field su
presses the growth of neighboring nucleation centers. T
phenomenon imparts a quasi-regularity to the grow
wedge domains, and the number of such domains is con
erably smaller than the number of nanodomains.

4.2. Growth and coalescence of wedge domains under the
electrodes

The newly formed wedge domains continue to grow a
result of the motion of the domain boundaries in the forwa
~polar! and sidewise directions. An analysis of the static d
main configurations observed on tilted thin sections h
shown that the rate of forward growthv f in LiNbO3 is ap-
proximately 100 times the rate of sidewise motionvs . The
velocity ratio dictates the observed vertex angles of
wedge domains, which are less than one degree.

In the case of simultaneous growth of a system
wedges, the local fieldEz(r ,t) at the vertex of a given wedg
depends on the distances to its neighbors. Consequently
neighbor lingers or stops altogether~as a result of being
slowed down by defects!, the local field near the vertex o

es

a

FIG. 4. a! Nanodomains formed near the edge of an electrode in ba

switching; b! growth of domain chains on the (0001)̄ surface in the pre-
ferred growth directions with switching in a homogeneous field.
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the moving wedge changes, causing the direction of gro
to deviate. This phenomenon should create a difference
tween the domain configurations on different polar surfac
as is indeed often observed in experiment.

An analysis of the domain configurations in the fir
stage of backswitching has shown that the growing doma
in LiNbO3 usually have a hexagonal shape~Fig. 5a!. To
explain the growth of domains having a regular geome
we exploit the previously mentioned similarity of cryst
growth and domain growth.20,21 Domain growth~sidewise
motion of the domain boundaries! is induced by the motion
of individual steps along the domain boundaries~Fig. 5b!.
The trigonal symmetry of LiNbO3 in the plane perpendicula
to the polar axis causes the steps to move in the three@101̄0#
directions. Six planar domain boundaries are formed a
result of this growth pattern~Fig. 5b!.22 It is important to
note that anisotropy is also encountered in the formation
chains of wedge domains oriented in the three@101̄0# direc-
tions during switching in a homogeneous field~Fig. 4b!.

The stripe electrodes are always oriented along one
the preferred growth directions~motion of the steps!. Owing
to this orientation, laminar growth prevails after coalesce
of the chains of domains formed along the edges of the e
trodes in the first switching stage, resulting in the format
of pairs of stripe domains having planar boundaries on
~0001! surface. In thick samples the coalescence of isola
domains and the formation of stripes on~0001! terminates
before the vertices of the wedges grow all the way acros
has been shown experimentally that for a distance of 0.9mm
between nucleation centers the coalescence of isolated
mains terminates when their vertices grow in the polar dir
tion to depths of 502100mm.

The pairs of domain boundaries formed under the ed
of the electrodes move opposite to one another until co
plete switching has taken place under the electrodes
~0001!. For samples having a thickness of 0.5 mm and e
trodes less than 3mm wide this coalescence terminates b
fore the vertices of the wedges grow clear across the sam

Laminar through domains having a regular configurat
do not form until the completion of forward growth. How
ever, the evolution of the domain structure does not alw
end with this event. Pronounced unwanted broadening of
laminar domains beyond the limits of the electrodes is
ways observed in the final stage.

FIG. 5. Hexagonal domains in LiNbO3: a! domain configuration; b! diagram
of laminar domain growth. The light arrows indicate the direction of mot
of the steps, and the heavy arrows indicate the direction of motion of
domain boundaries.
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4.3. Motion of domain boundaries beyond the electrodes

It is obvious that, when periodic stripe electrodes a
used, spatial inhomogeneity of the external fieldEex occurs
only in a shallow surface layer having a thickness of t
order of the period of the electrode structureL, so that the
motion of the newly formed planar domain boundaries b
yond the limits of the electrodes in thick samples (L!d)
takes place in an essentially homogeneous electric field.

The rate of motion of a domain boundary beyond t
electrodes is determined by the polar component of the lo
electric fieldEz ~Ref. 23!. The degree of compensation of th
depolarizing field by external screening~redistribution of
charges in the liquid electrodes! is substantially lower than
under the metal electrodes~Fig. 6a!. The presence of a stron
residual depolarizing field and its comparatively slow bu
screening in LiNbO3 at room temperature causeEz to dimin-
ish when the boundary moves a distanceDx beyond the lim-
its of an electrode, owing to the increase in the uncomp
sated fraction of the depolarizing field. The domain bound
stops when

Ez~Dx!2Eth'0, ~5!

e

FIG. 6. a! Diagram of the surface zone of the wafer with electrodes:1!
dielectric gap;2! insulator layer;3! liquid electrolyte;4! metal electrodes;
b, c! domain configurations with anomalous broadening of the domains
yond the limits of the electrodes, viewed by the optical microscope~b! and
SEM ~c!; d! theoretically calculated spatial distribution of the polar comp
nent of the local field near the surface in the vicinity of a planar dom
boundary.
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1685Phys. Solid State 41 (10), October 1999 Shur et al.
whereEth is the threshold field for sidewise movement of
planar domain boundary.

The decrease inEz during movement of the boundary
caused by increases inEdr(Dx) and the field generated b
‘‘attached’’ charges formed during screening of the init
monodomain state, because charge redistribution can b
nored for rapid motion of the boundary. Disregarding t
conductivity of the insulator layer and allowing for the fa
that the thickness of the insulator layerLi is much greater
than the thickness of the dielectric gapL, for our experimen-
tal geometry~Fig. 6a! we can find the dependence onDx of
the average field in the bulkEz if we approximate the spatia
distribution of bound and screening charges by a strip
width Dx with charge densitys:

Ez~Dx!5Eex2Edep~Dx!

5U/d2s~« i«0!21F~Dx/d!, ~6!

whereU is the applied voltage,« i is the dielectric permittiv-
ity of the insulator, F(Dx/d)51/p@2 arctan(Dx/d)
1Dx/dln(11d2/Dx2)#, ands5LPSd21«b«L

21(11k).
The parameterk allows inclusion of the prehistories for

shift from the fully screened initial state,k51, and after long
residence in the biased state,k521.

The derivation of Eq.~7! and its application to analyzing
experimental data of the motion of a planar domain bound
in gadolinium molybdate are described in detail in our p
vious work.24

For the given electrode geometry, Eq.~7! and condition
~3! can be used to account for the movement of the dom
boundaries to a certain distance beyond the limits of
electrodes and to determine the field dependence of
maximum displacementDxmax(Eex2Eth). It should be noted
that the finite conductivity of the imperfect insulator lay
leads to a major increase in the displacement of the bou
aries. The observed displacement of the domain bound
must depend therefore on the composition of the insula
layers and their deposition technology.

4.4. ‘‘Anomalous motion’’ of the domain boundaries

It has been observed experimentally that the displa
ment Dxmax in the formation of domain structures with
small period often changes from one electrode to the n
and extraordinarily large boundary displacements are
served in some regions~Figs. 6b and 6c!. An attempt to
ascribe this behavior to inhomogeneity of the insulating l
ers has been thwarted by observations showing that the
tion of the domain boundary is ruled by an anomalo
mechanism in this case.

To investigate the early stages of evolving of the d
mains in this case, we have analyzed the domain config
tions obtained after very short partial backswitching. T
possibility is based on the experimentally confirmed simil
ity of the positions of the nucleation centers in forward a
reverse polings. Observations of the domain structu
~etched surface relief! in the optical microscope shows th
the domain kinetics in anomalous evolution consists in
formation, growth, and eventual coalescence of chains of
main ‘‘fingers’’ oriented in one of the@101̄0# directions
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~Fig. 6b!. Observations with increased spatial resolution~in
the SEM! show that the optically observed domain finge
comprise strings of wedge domains approximately 10 nm
diameter~Fig. 6c; cf. Fig. 4b!. The linear density of nucle-
ation centers in the strings is greater than 104 mm21. In the
formation of small-period domain structures the anomalo
mechanism can lead to merging of the boundaries betw
the electrodes and break up the periodicity of the dom
structure.

The anomalous mechanism of domain boundary mot
can be analyzed by analogy with the ‘‘correlated nucleatio
effect, which we have observed previously in le
germanate.25,26 The effect is attributable to the long-rang
influence of a moving domain boundary. A calculation
DEz(x) near a planar domain boundary~Fig. 6d! reveals a
pronounced maximum at a distance of the order of the th
ness of the surface dielectric gap.10 In LiNbO3 this distribu-
tion results in the formation of strings of wedge na
odomains in the surface and layer and their subsequ
growth in preferred directions~Fig. 6c!. The coalescence o
the strings produces an inhomogeneous, anomalously l
displacement of the boundaries and modifies their shape

4.5. Evolution of domain structure in backswitching

In a departure from the conventional approach we h
demonstrated the possibility of using spontaneous ba
switching to create periodic domain structures. This non
ditional approach is based on notions that have been c
firmed experimentally in our previous studies.10,13,15

The shape of the voltage pulse is changed for polar
tion utilizing backswitching~Fig. 1c!. Under the influence of
the first part of the pulse~strong field! laminar domains are
formed with a width exceeding that of the electrodes. In
switched region during the stage of a weak applied field,
domain boundaries begin to move in the reverse direc
~backswitching!. Moreover, as in ordinary switching, wedge
shaped domains form and grow along the edges of the e
trodes ~Figs. 2 and 3a!. The domain structure obtaine
through backswitching is pinned during the stage of stab
zation of the polarizing voltage pulse, but in a much wea
field than in the conventional technique~Fig. 1c!. Domain
structures corresponding to different degrees of backswi
ing can be pinned by varying the duration of the weak-fie
stage. The monitored reverse movement of planar bounda
makes it possible to obtain domain structures clear thro
the sample with unprecedented short periods in th
samples by virtue of the compensation of unwanted bro
ening of the domains in the switching stage.

The backswitching method has enabled us to crea
domain structure with a period of 2.6mm in LiNbO3 having
a thickness of 0.5 mm~Fig. 7!. It should be noted that the
conventional procedure is incapable of yielding structures
this kind in such thick substrates.

4.6. Stabilization of the domain structure after switching

In conventional switching, the domain structure crated
the electric field is pinned by fairly prolonged exposure to
field somewhat below threshold~Fig. 1b!. Measurements of
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the backswitching fraction~ratio of the reverse and forwar
poling charges, which are determined by integrating the c
rents! as a function of the stabilization time,Qbs(t)/Qs , in-
dicate that it decreases exponentially with a time constan
10–30 ms~Fig. 8!. If backswitching is assumed to be drive
by the partially screened depolarizing field, the stabilizat
kinetics is determined by the bulk switching tim
constant.13,15,16It is evident that a stabilization phase lastin
more than 50 ms is essentially sufficient for complet
blocking backswitching after the field has been turned of12

4.7. Frequency multiplication

The results of our investigation of the domain kineti
associated with backswitching has enabled us to dev
qualitatively new methods for the formation of regular stru
tures with multiplication of the spatial frequency of the d
main structure in contrast to the structure of the electrod
We have achieved domain structure frequency doub
through the formation of bands of additional nonthrough d
mains under the electrodes on~0001! in the presence o
backswitching~Fig. 9a!. In the polar direction the length o
the domains is usually 502100mm and depends on the pa
rameters of the pulse and the width of the electrodes~Fig.
9b!. Frequency tripling can be achieved by changing
switching conditions~Fig. 9c!. In this case the additiona
stripe domains are formed under the edges of the electr
and grow to a depth of 20250mm ~Fig. 9d!.

A detailed analysis of the domain configurations in t
transverse cross section indicates two possible scenario
domain evolution with backswitching: ‘‘erasure’’ and ‘‘split

FIG. 7. Domain structure with a period of 2.6mm obtained with back-

switching in a LiNbO3 wafer having a thickness of 0.5 mm; (0001)̄ surface.

FIG. 8. Time dependence of the backswitching fraction with stabilization
various fields. The experimental points are approximated by expone
functions. a! Ez524 kV/mm, t511 ms; b! Ez520.6 kV/mm,t534 ms.
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ting.’’ The erasure process entails the formation of doma
inside a previously switched domain without altering its o
ward shape~Fig. 9e!. In the splitting process a domain grow
ing in the presence of backswitching cleaves a switched
main, significantly altering its shape while approximate
preserving its volume~Fig. 9f!.

In summary, the reported comprehensive investigati
have yielded new information about the domain struct
kinetics in LiNbO3 with rapid polarization switching~with a
substantial delay of bulk screening! in a spatially inhomoge-
neous electric field. We have uncovered the phenomeno
anomalous domain broadening beyond the limits of the e
trodes. We have reported the first investigation and qua
tive explanation of the specific characteristics of dom
structure evolution in the presence of spontaneous ba
switching after removal of the external field. The level
insight achieved here has enabled us to exploit this tradit
ally ‘‘undesirable’’ effect as the basis of new methods for t
formation of regular domain structures.

The authors are grateful to L. Eyres for performing t
SEM domain structure analysis and to S. Makaro
E. Nikolaev, E. Shishkin, and D. Fursov for technical ass
tance.
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